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The invention relates to a method for treating surfaces of hollow parts, this method being a conversion treatment such as an anodizing, and to a method according to which the hollow pieces are completely immersed inside at least one treatment tank containing a liquid, characterized in that each hollow piece is immersed while making it execute at least one rotational movement so that air bubbles likely to be created inside the tank are removed from the inner wall of the hollow part.
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METHOD FOR TREATING SURFACES OF HOLLOW PARTS, TANK FOR CARRYING OUT A METHOD OF THIS TYPE, INSTALLATION FOR CONTINUOUSLY TREATING SURFACES COMPRISING SUCH A TANK


[0002] The present invention relates to a process and to a tank for the surface treatment of metal parts, and more particularly to a conversion treatment such as, for example, an anodizing of an aluminum part. The invention also relates to a continuous surface treatment process and installation using such a tank.

[0003] Various processes for the surface treatment of parts, and more particularly metal parts such as aluminum parts, are already known. Mention may for example be made of the anodic treatment of aluminum and its alloys, barrier anodizing or anodic passivation, porous anodizing in acid medium or anodic dissolution or even electropolishing and hard or self-color anodizing. All these treatments require a prior step of preparing the parts.

[0004] In such preparation of the parts, the latter are for example degreased and rinsed by being dipped into various successive baths. For example, the parts are dipped into a degreasing bath then removed, so as thereafter to be dipped into a rinsing bath.

[0005] In these various existing processes, a predetermined number of parts is placed on suitable supports, such as for example those described in published patent application EP-A-1 433 537, which predetermined number of supports are themselves placed on what are called “charges”. These charges are moved individually, from respective tank to respective tank, and immersed in each of said tanks through a succession of vertical lowering and raising movements by means of hoists. There are numerous drawbacks with these existing processes.

[0006] Firstly, when the parts to be treated are hollow, it is found that air bubbles may appear on their inner walls while they are being lowered and/or raised from each of the tanks. These air bubbles may prove to be deleterious as they result in streaking of the outer coating and/or finishing solution on these walls, thereby impairing the homogeneity of deposition of active solution(s) and sometimes leading to certain parts thus treated being scrapped. Furthermore, it is necessary to construct often complex metal structures around the tanks so as to support the hoists themselves, which have to raise substantial charges. The many movements of the hoists and raised charges increase the risk of accidents. The charges are not necessarily constructed with perfect repeatability, thereby leading to differences in the range of treatment of the parts and therefore variations from one charge to another, which have to be regularly corrected. This correction essentially consists in adapting the treatment according to each charge. To maximize productivity, the charges are made with quite a large volume, thereby resulting in the tanks having to be of large dimensions and therefore resulting in the production of a large volume of polluting effluents. Finally, the use of hoists and the large dimensions of the installations for carrying out the process incurs maintenance costs that are likewise substantial.

[0007] The object of the invention is therefore to alleviate all or some of the drawbacks of the existing processes and installations employed, such as those mentioned above.

[0008] For this purpose, the present invention relates to a process for the surface treatment of hollow parts of the conversion treatment type, such as an anodizing treatment, in which process the hollow parts are completely immersed inside at least one treatment tank containing a solution, in which process each hollow part is immersed while making it undergo at least one rotational movement so that the air bubbles liable to be created inside the tank are expelled from the inner wall of said hollow part.

[0009] Other features and advantages of the invention will become apparent from the description that follows, in conjunction with the appended drawings which are given merely by way of non-limiting example, namely:

[0010] FIG. 1a is a front view illustrating a tank intended for implementing the surface treatment process of the invention;

[0011] FIGS. 1b and 1c are top and side views, respectively, of the tank according to FIG. 1a;

[0012] FIG. 1d is a side view of a preferred support (2) according to the invention, for supporting the parts;

[0013] FIG. 2a is a front view illustrating a continuous installation intended for implementing the continuous surface treatment process of the invention and using a tank according to FIGS. 1a to 1c; and

[0014] FIGS. 2b and 2c are top and side views, respectively, of the installation according to FIG. 2a.

[0015] According to an existing process for treating hollow parts intended to undergo a surface treatment of the conversion treatment type, such as for example an anodizing treatment, the hollow parts are completely immersed inside at least one treatment tank containing a solution. According to the process of the invention, each hollow part is immersed while making it undergo at least one rotational movement so that the air bubbles liable to be created inside the tank are expelled from the inner wall of said hollow part.

[0016] According to the embodiment illustrated, each hollow part is made to undergo a rotational movement of at least 90° and preferably 360°.

[0017] According to this illustrated embodiment, a predetermined number of said hollow parts are placed beforehand on a support which includes at least one retaining member capable of immobilizing each of them.

[0018] FIG. 1 illustrates a first embodiment given by way of example of a tank (1) intended for implementing the treatment process according to the invention.

[0019] According to this embodiment, the tank for treating the hollow parts, which bears the general reference (1), comprises, mounted so as to rotate inside the tank, a drum (10) to which each hollow part can be fastened. According to the embodiment illustrated, the drum (10) comprises, on its external periphery (100), at least one housing track (11) to which each hollow part can be fastened. More precisely, the drum (10) includes fastening means (12), integral with the housing track (11), which are capable of fastening each support (2) for the hollow parts by sliding, with interlocking, of the support
(2) into the track (11). In the embodiment illustrated, the support (2) is as described in patent application EP-A-1 433 537.

[0020] For the sake of clarity, the hollow parts treated according to the invention have not been shown here, only their supports (2) being shown (see FIG. 1d). It goes without saying that all the movements undergone by each support are also undergone by the parts fastened to each support.

[0021] The tank (1) according to the invention includes its own motor means (13), here an electric drive motor, which rotates the drum (10). The tank (1) also includes, in the embodiment illustrated, its own transmission means (14, 15), which transmit the rotational movement of the motor (13) into a rotational movement of the drum (10). Here, in the illustrated embodiment, a pinion of the invention (10) so that it protrudes (15) and engages with a pinion (14) integral with the shaft (130) of the motor (13). The tank (1) includes thrust means (4, 40) for thrusting each support (2) from outside the tank into the immersion zone and extraction means (4, 41) for extracting each support (2) that has undergone a rotation from the exit zone to the outside, the thrust and extraction means being integral with the tank so as to constitute a stand-alone module.

[0022] FIGS. 2a and 2b illustrate an embodiment of a continuous installation intended for implementing a continuous process for the surface treatment of hollow parts.

[0023] According to the continuous process of the invention for the surface treatment of hollow parts, at least one treatment tank (1) containing a solution, as described with reference to FIGS. 1a to 1c, is used and the following various steps are carried out:

[0024] the supports (2) for the parts are positioned on a first conveyor chain (30) placed at the same height (H) as a zone of the tank (1) forming an immersion zone (Z1) and the supports (2) for the parts are delivered, by a horizontal thrust, from the first conveyor chain (30) into the immersion zone (Z1);

[0025] the supports (2) for the parts are completely immersed in the solution contained in the tank (1); and

[0026] the supports (2) for the treated parts are removed, by horizontal extraction from a zone of the tank (1) forming the exit zone (ZS) onto a second conveyor chain (31) placed at the same height as the exit zone (ZS).

[0027] According to the embodiment illustrated, each support (2) for the parts is removed in the tank (1) while making it follow a helical path between the immersion zone (Z1) and the exit zone (ZS) of the tank (1).

[0028] Preferably, and according to the embodiment illustrated, a predetermined number of said hollow parts is placed beforehand on a support (2) which includes at least one retaining member (21), capable of immobilizing each of them, and said support (2) is introduced into the tank (1), on which support another predetermined number of said hollow parts is placed and also including at least one retaining member (21) capable of immobilizing each of the other predetermined number of parts, so as to discharge at least one other support (2, 2a, 2b, etc.) onto the second conveyor chain (31). Here, in the embodiment illustrated, all the supports (2, 2a, 2b, etc.) are identical and therefore each comprise the same number of retaining members (21, 21a, 21b, etc.). According to the process illustrated, the same number of hollow parts are therefore placed on support (2) and the other support (2a, 2b, etc.). It goes without saying that the number of parts per support (2) may vary depending on the individual dimensions of the part(s) to be treated, only the dimensions of each support remaining invariant in the installation described.

[0029] According to the process illustrated, at least one rinsing step is carried out by spraying water onto at least one of the two conveyor chains (30, 31).

[0030] According to the process illustrated, at least one complementary surface treatment process, such as a complementary treatment solution, also having an immersion zone (Z1) and at the same height as the second conveyor chain (31), is preferably used and each support (2) for the parts discharged from the tank is delivered by horizontal thrust from the second conveyor chain (31) into the immersion zone (Z1) of the complementary tank (1', 1" etc.).

[0031] According to the process illustrated, each support (2) for the parts treated in the complementary tank (1', 1" etc.) is preferably discharged by horizontal extraction from an exit zone (ZS) of the complementary tank (1', 1" etc.) onto the first conveyor chain (30) conveying in the same direction (CD) as in the case of the delivery of each support (2) for the parts into the preceding tank (1).

[0032] According to the embodiment illustrated, the continuous processing embodiment of the invention comprises the immersion of the hollow parts in five different active solutions (LS or saturizing solution, LB or brightening solution, LN or nitric solution, LO or oxidation solution and LC or sealing solution) in successive steps so as to anodize said hollow parts.

[0033] The installation (3) according to the invention, intended for implementing the surface treatment process illustrated, comprises at least one treatment tank (1, 1', 1" etc.) capable of containing a treatment solution (LS, LS, LN, LO, LC), a first conveyor chain (30), placed at the same height as an immersion zone (Z1) of the tank (1, 1', 1" etc.) and capable of delivering each support (2) for the hollow parts into said immersion zone, thrust means (4, 40) for horizontally thrusting each support (2) for the hollow parts from the first conveyor chain (30) into the immersion zone (Z1) of the tank, extraction means (4, 41) for horizontally extracting each support (2) for the treated parts from an exit zone (ZS) of the tank and delivering it to a second chain (31), placed at the same height as the exit zone (ZS) of the tank (1, 1', 1" etc.) and capable of moving each support (2) for the treated parts away from the tank (1, 1', 1" etc.).

[0034] According to the embodiment illustrated, the thrust means (4, 40) preferably comprises at least one hydraulic cylinder (40). Likewise, the extraction means (4, 41) preferably comprises at least one hydraulic cylinder (41). Here, in the embodiment illustrated, the hydraulic thrust cylinders (40) and hydraulic extraction cylinders (41) are identical and just one thrust cylinder (40) and one extraction cylinder (41) are placed facing each other, on either side of the tank (1). In the preferred embodiment, these thrust (40) and extraction (41) cylinders are mounted directly on each tank (1, 1', 1", 1" etc.) so as to constitute a stand-alone module, which can be easily interchanged since it can be individually removed from the installation, for example in the event of a momentary failure or a change of treatment type.

[0035] Again, according to the embodiment illustrated, the two conveyor chains (30, 31) are capable of conveying a plurality of supports (2, 2a, 2b, etc.), a predetermined number of said hollow parts being placed on each of them and each comprising at least one retaining member (21, 21a, 21b, etc.) for immobilizing each of them.
[0036] According to the embodiment illustrated, the installation (3) includes at least one rinsing cell (32), for spraying water, placed around at least one of the two conveyor chains (30, 31).

[0037] It should be added that, in the embodiment illustrated, the tank (1) has, in its upper part, an opening (16) at the edge of which the immersion zone (ZI) and the exit zone (ZS) are respectively located.

[0038] Preferably, and according to the embodiment illustrated, the installation (3) includes at least two successive complementary treatment tanks (1, 1', 1", 1"') etc.) and the first (30) and second (31) conveyor chains are continuous and placed parallel to each other in such a way that the first chain (30) extends along the immersion zone (ZI) of the upstream tank (1) and along the exit zone (ZS) of the downstream tank (1', 1", 1"') etc.) and the second chain (31) extends along the exit zone (ZS) of the upstream tank (1) and along the immersion zone (ZI) of the downstream tank (1', 1", 1"').

[0039] Preferably, and according to the embodiment illustrated, each first (30) and second (31) conveyor chain is continuous and straight.

[0040] Here, according to the preferred embodiment, the installation comprises five successive tanks (1, 1', 1", 1"', 1""'), a downstream one (1""') of which is a tank for finishing the parts and the four other upstream tanks (1, 1', 1", 1"') are tanks for preparing and treating the parts. In the embodiment illustrated, the tanks (1, 1', 1", 1"') all have different dimensions so as to have the immersion time needed for treating the hollow parts in each active solution used as treatment solution (LS, LS, L1N, L1O, L1C). In the exemplary embodiment illustrated, in which the treatment undergone is an anodizing treatment, the tank (1"') is an oxidation tank. It essentially differs from the other tanks (1, 1', 1", 1"') by the fact that a suitable current is made to flow therein, between the electrodes and the hollow parts to be treated, in order to produce an alumina layer of the desired thickness and quality. It goes without saying that the tanks (1, 1', 1", 1"') may all have the same dimensions and, where appropriate, be identical.

[0041] The operation of the continuous installation (3) according to the invention, as illustrated, is already apparent from the foregoing text, namely:

[0042] the first conveyor chain (30) continuously delivers the supports (2, 2a, 2b etc.) into the immersion zone (ZI) of the tank (1) furthest upstream, and then each support (2, 2a, 2b etc.) is thrust horizontally above the opening (16) and individually by the thrust cylinder (40) along one of the housing tracks (11) of the barrel-forming drum (10);

[0043] simultaneously, the support (2s) placed on the same housing track (11) is thrust by the support (2) delivered to the opposite end of said track (11) and then extracted by the extraction cylinder (41) facing the thrust cylinder (40) onto the second conveyor chain (31); and

[0044] delivery of the support (2s) into the immersion zone (ZI) of the tank (1) immediately following the preceding tank (1) and located at the same edge as the exit zone (ZS) of the preceding tank.

[0045] The same support (2, 2a, 2b, etc., 2s) therefore follows the same conveying direction (SC) for each chain (30, 31) and therefore passes alternately from one chain (30) to the other (31) after immersion in one of the tanks (1, 1', 1", 1"').

[0046] The continuous process according to the invention advantageously makes it possible to eliminate all the existing hoists in the existing processes and consequently all the drawbacks (need to provide complex hoist support structures, reduction in maintenance operations, etc.) and the associated risks (numerous displacements, and therefore risk of accidents).

[0047] The continuous process according to the invention makes it possible to reduce the number of tanks needed and thus reduce the overall size of the treatment line. It also allows the consumption of water and the solutions, and also the resulting effluents of the treatment, to be better controlled, thereby improving the pollution control conditions.

[0048] Moreover, thanks to the process of the invention, the volume of solutions needed is reduced, thereby resulting in an appreciable saving, especially in active products.

[0049] It should also be noted that the spraying treatments are more reliable, since the spray time for each treatment solution may be perfectly controlled and reproduced, thanks to controlled solenoid valves.

[0050] It will be appreciated that rotational immersion of the hollow parts in the active solution of the tank ensures deposition homogeneity and elimination of internal bubbling, and therefore the solution acts perfectly on the hollow parts to be treated, whatever their shapes. Furthermore, the treated hollow parts, which are moved in predetermined and limited numbers on a suitable support, may be better drained.

[0051] Of course, the invention is not limited to the embodiments described and shown by way of examples, rather it includes all technical equivalents and combinations thereof.

[0052] For example, means other than a drum may be provided for rotating the hollow parts in the tank as claimed.

[0053] Likewise, immediately after the oxidation tank (1") it is possible to install a coloring cell (33), intended to give a colored appearance to the hollow parts treated beforehand, directly between two rinsing zones (32) as illustrated in FIG. 2b.

What is claimed is:

1. A process for a surface treatment of parts, in which process the parts are immersed in at least one treatment liquid contained in a treatment tank, wherein said parts are fixed on a rotating structure, rotatably mounted inside said treatment tank, wherein said parts are completely immersed in said treatment liquid by means of a rotational movement of said rotating structure, said rotational movement being chosen so that air bubbles liable to be created by the immersion of said parts are expelled from the surfaces of said parts.

2. The process as claimed in claim 1, wherein each part is made to undergo at least one rotational movement of at least 90°.

3. The process as claimed in claim 1, wherein each part is made to undergo one or several rotational movements of 360°.

4. The process as claimed in claim 1, wherein a predetermined number of said parts are placed beforehand on a support which includes at least one retaining member capable of immobilizing each of said parts relatively to said support, wherein said support for the parts is introduced into an immersion zone located in the upper portion of said treatment tank and fastened to said rotating structure by fastening means, wherein said support for the parts is carried along said rotational movement by said rotating structure and carried to an exit zone located in the upper portion of said treatment tank where the said support for the parts is removed from said treatment tank.
5. The process as claimed in claim 4, wherein said support for the parts is positioned by conveying means at the same height as and in front of said immersion zone and introduced by thrust means, along an horizontal path, into said immersion zone and wherein the support for the treated parts is removed by extracting means along an horizontal extraction path from said exit zone onto a conveying means placed at the same height as the exit zone.

6. The process as claimed in claim 4, wherein said process is continuous and wherein the following various steps are carried out:
   positioning a plurality of supports for the parts on a first conveyor chain placed at the same height as said immersion zone,
   conveying said supports for the parts and delivering them, by means of a horizontal thrust, from the first conveyor chain into the immersion zone,
   successively immersing and rotating said supports for the parts in the treatment liquid contained in said treatment tank,
   removing the supports for the treated parts successively, by horizontal extraction from said exit zone onto a second conveyor chain placed at the same height as the exit zone.

7. The process as claimed in claim 4, wherein the supports for the parts are immersed in the treatment tank while making them follow a helical path between the immersion zone and the exit zone of said treatment tank.

8. The process as claimed in claim 6, wherein a said support is introduced into the tank so that it pushes at least one other support (2x) immersed and rotated beforehand in said tank, so as to discharge at least one other support (2x) onto the second conveyor chain.

9. The process as claimed in claim 5, wherein at least a second complementary treatment tank containing a complementary treatment liquid, having also an immersion zone at the same height as the second conveyor chain, is used, and wherein the parts removed from a first treatment tank are delivered by means of a horizontal thrust from the second conveyor chain into the immersion zone of the second complementary treatment tank.

10. The process as claimed in claim 9, wherein the parts treated in said second complementary treatment tank are discharged by horizontal extraction from an exit zone of said complementary treatment tank onto said first conveyor chain conveying in the same direction (SC) as in the case of the delivery of the parts into the preceding treatment tank.

11. The process as claimed in claim 10, wherein at least one rinsing step is carried out by spraying water onto at least one of the two conveyor chains.

12. The process as claimed in claim 1 for a surface treatment of hollow parts.

13. The process as claimed in claims 1 for an electrochemical surface treatment of metallic parts.

14. The process as claimed in claim 1 for an anodizing treatment of parts made of aluminum or an aluminum based alloy.

15. The process as claimed in claim 14, comprising the immersion of the parts in five different active liquid solutions (LS, LB, LN, LO, LC) in successive steps so as to anodize said parts.

16. A device for implementing a surface treatment process as claimed in claim 1, wherein at least one treatment tank configured to contain a treatment solution, a first conveyor chain, placed at the same height as an immersion zone (IZ) of the tank and configured to deliver each support for a plurality of hollow parts into said immersion zone, thrust means for horizontally thrusting each support for the hollow parts from the first conveyor chain into the immersion zone of the tank, extraction means for horizontally extracting each support for the treated parts from an exit zone (EZ) of the tank and delivering it to a second chain, placed at the same height as the exit zone of the tank and configured to move each support for the treated parts away from the tank.

17. A device for implementing a surface treatment process as claimed in claim 16, wherein the thrust means comprises at least one hydraulic cylinder.

18. A device for implementing a surface treatment process as claimed in claim 1, in which the parts are immersed in at least one treatment liquid contained in a treatment tank, wherein said parts are fixed on a rotating structure, rotateably mounted inside said treatment tank, wherein said parts are completely immersed in said treatment liquid by means of a rotational movement of said rotating structure, said rotational movement being chosen so that air bubbles liable to be created by the immersion of said parts are expelled from the surfaces of said parts,

19. A device for implementing a surface treatment process as claimed in claim 18, comprising at the tank's uppermost portion an opening, defining an immersion zone and an exit zone.

20. A device for implementing a surface treatment process as claimed in claim 1, in which the parts are immersed in at least one treatment liquid contained in a treatment tank, wherein said parts are fixed on a rotating structure, rotateably mounted inside said treatment tank, wherein said parts are completely immersed in said treatment liquid by means of a rotational movement of said rotating structure, said rotational movement being chosen so that air bubbles liable to be created by the immersion of said parts are expelled from the surfaces of said parts,